
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
April 6, 2017 
 
USA 
 
The US market has been extremely quiet. Most buyers are covered on 2016 crop and have done some coverage on new 
crop. Sellers on the other hand have little to sell on 2016 crop.  The Chinese buyers have basically disappeared since 
before the Chinese New Year with weakening prices in China. 
 
With the latest USDA crop planting estimate showing an increase of 4.79% for 2017 crop (and almost double that when 
analyzing potential harvested acres), and with no present issues in the foreign peanut origins (except potentially 
Argentina now), buyers (especially domestic buyers) will most probably continue staying on the sideline waiting for 
lower prices. Obviously if Argentina would continue having rain issues, any remaining EU material out of the 2016 crop 
could potentially be snatched although the spread between current and new crop is currently very wide. We could also 
see again a widening of the spread between Domestic and EU material for the 2017 crop.  
 
The two origins to look at next are first Argentina who is ready to harvest its new crop. Eventual good weather could 
result in lower prices for Argentine peanuts, hence a lack of interest for US peanuts. Current crop for US peanuts 
(mediums/jumbos) on EU basis (if one can find some) would probably be priced around us$ 1700.- Cif Rotterdam or 70 
cents per lbs. FOB. New crop EU material would probably go for us$ 1400.- to us$ 1450.- Cif Rotterdam. One should have 
been able to buy Argentine at us$ 1400.- Cfr Rotterdam (that is before the rain).  Obviously bad weather in Argentina 
would renew interest for US peanuts (mostly new crop) from foreign buyers, hence moving the price higher. The longer 
the harvest is delayed in Argentina, the higher and the faster the prices will move up. 

 
The next other origin to watch is China and its 2017 crop plantings. Have not heard anything major on that front and 
would expect plantings to be similar to last year. Nevertheless, will be interesting to see if plantings are affected by the 
current weakness in prices (although what are the alternatives).  
 
Domestic prices have been at a standstill with current crop in the low to mid 60’s, and new crop in the low to mid 50’s 
depending on grade and quality. At this time, there is no reason to think that buyers will change their wait and see 
attitude. One could think that potential problems in Argentina would change buyers mind. But considering that there is 
only so much EU material available, as I mentioned earlier, I believe the impact of a potential Argentine problem would 
only be a widening of the spread with EU material. Sellers on the other hand should still have long 2017 crop positions at 
the higher farmerstock levels contracted earlier. Therefore, there is no incentive to lower the market prices. For prices 
to move lower, the US would need a good crop and shellers would have to buy the crop. Shellers have had their (bad) 
experience and will most likely not overbuy the crop. 
 
As a last note, the Southeast received excellent rains the past couple days thanks to bad storms. The Southeast had been 
dry for a while, thus these were timely rains with plantings just around the corner. 
 
USDA stocks and processing for February 
 
 Feb 17 vs. Feb 16: Peanut candy up 5.17%, Peanut snacks down 7.30%, Peanut butter up 6.27%, Total up 3.10%, 

Inshells down 6.45% 
 Aug 16-Feb 17 vs. Aug 15-Feb 16: Peanut candy up 8.95%, Peanut snacks down 7.55%, Peanut butter up 10.74%, 

Total up 5.53%, Inshells down 13.53% 



 
 
The USDA just gave us another mystery by adjusting December 2016 numbers, increasing peanut butter by a whopping 
50.7 million lbs. Trying to get some explanations but none yet.  In speaking to the manufacturers, demand seems to 
contradict those numbers hence we could potentially see demand be readjusted later on in the year. Time will tell. 
 
USDA exports for February 
 
February 2017 vs. 2016: 47’491 mt shipped vs. 38’510 mt, a 23.32% increase. The biggest increase this month coming 
from The Netherlands, Canada and China with respectively an increase for February of 3’743 mt, 2’891 mt and 2’384 mt. 
Aug 16-Feb 17 vs. Aug 15-Feb 16:  291’473 mt vs. 223’523 mt, a 30.40% increase. China and Vietnam continue to be the 
largest importer with 70’287 mt, followed by Canada at 62’602 mt and Mexico at 57’647 mt. 
 
We are somewhat surprised at the continuing increase in exports to China, but if the market has any bearing on what 
will happen for the final 5 months of exports for this season, exports to China should start coming down. 
 
Argentina 
 
The first 2017 crop estimate from the Cordoba Grain Exchange came out on March 23, 2017 with the following figures 

 
This new crop looked excellent a week ago. The weather has been very favorable during the growing season with the 
exception of some flooded fields but nothing major. The weather needs to cooperate now to ensure that Argentina 
produces not only a plentiful crop, but also a good quality crop. The market needs it. Let’s not forget what happened last 
year where conditions were similar to this year, but rains started mid-April and never let go. Let’s hope this doesn’t 
happen again. Harvest should have started but the recent heavy rains have delayed it.  
 
Argentina received very heavy rains last week and Tuesday. More rain forecasted for this coming weekend. Let’s hope 
the rain clears up after this. Unfortunately, according to the CIRN (Institute for Climate and Water), the forecast for April 
through June shows above normal chance of precipitation and above normal temperatures (unlike the precipitation, 
that’s a positive). That’s only a forecast, but the weather in Argentina needs to be watched carefully. Delays in shipment 
would certainly create an extremely tight spot position in Europe where most manufacturers are eagerly waiting for the 
new crop to replenish the extremely tight supply.  
 
The market has been extremely quiet as well for Argentine peanuts until now as buyers were expecting for prices to go 
down should Argentina have a good harvest season. But all this could now change with the weather.  This will be an 
interesting coming weeks. 
 
 



Brazil 
 
Hereunder some crop information on Brazil 
 

 
 
The growing conditions in Brazil have been quite favorable despite the late heavy rains.  It looks as if Brazil should be 
producing a big crop this year, forecasting a 48% increase vs. last year and forecasting a 57% increase in exports. 
 
It needs to also be noted that Brazil is continuing to invest heavily in drying equipment to speed up the harvest process. 
It also seems that the low soybean prices are enticing farmers to look at peanuts as an alternative commodity which, 
depending of course on prices, could potentially increase the peanut production in Brazil. 
 
China 
 
China has been extremely quiet since before the Chinese New Year. Prices have weakened which has put a standstill on 
any buying activity.   New crop plantings are just around the corner. No words yet on what the intentions are. Will keep 
you posted. 
 
South Africa 
 
The new South African crop estimate came out on March 28 and surprisingly the acreage was upped to 56’000 has with 
an estimated production slightly downward to 86’600 mt. We still feel that the acreage is on the high side and that 
production should be closer to 70’000 mt. 
 
Expectations are for a good crop. As for Argentina, weather needs now to cooperate to get the crop in the barn. There is 
some rain forecasted in the week to come, but a clear forecast after that. 
 
 
 
 
 


